
PROFILE
Front-End Developer experienced in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React Js, Next Js, Chakra UI, and Tailwind CSS.
Proficient in responsive web design and optimizing user experience. Seeking to contribute technical expertise to
an innovative team.

SKILLS
HTML CSS JavaScript ReactJs NextJs MySQL Git Bootstrap Chakra UI

TailWind CSS

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Associate Frontend Developer, Info Science Labs

•Develop websites from scratch, ensuring clean and efficient code for optimal 
performance.
•Adhere to industry best practices and coding standards to deliver high-quality 
websites.

06/2023 – present

ReactJs Developer, PlannDesign
•Develop websites from scratch using NextJs and Chakra UI, ensuring clean and 
efficient code for optimal performance.
•Utilize Git for version control, effectively tracking changes and facilitating smooth 
collaboration with team members.

01/2023 – 06/2023
Delhi, India

•Deploy code to GitHub, ensuring streamlined code management and enabling 
efficient website updates.
•Adhere to industry best practices and coding standards to deliver high-quality 
websites.

PROJECTS
Plan n Design Web App

•Develop websites from scratch using NextJs and Chakra UI, ensuring clean and efficient code.
•Utilize Git for version control to track changes and collaborate with team members.
•Deploy code to GitHub for seamless code management and streamlined website updates.

Portfolio Website
•Built my Personal Portfolio Website using React JS.
•Showcased my web development skills, knowledge, and achievements.
•Demonstrated expertise and provided an engaging user experience.

Weather App
•Created a user-friendly weather app using React.js and OpenWeatherMap API.
•Enabled easy search of weather information for any city.

CERTIFICATES
Responsive Web Design - FreeCodeCamp

JavaScript Algorithms and Data Structures - FreeCodeCamp

Karan Rawat
Frontend Developer

rawatkaranb02@gmail.com 8368585041 Delhi,India shorturl.at/fhwJ4 
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EDUCATION
Bachelor of Technology (Civil Engineering), 
Dr. Akhilesh Das Gupta Institute of Technology & Management
Achieved a CGPA of 8.4 out of 10.

08/2018 – 08/2022

Senior Secondary, Deepanshu Public School
Achieved a CGPA of 7.0 out of 10.

05/2016 – 05/2017
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